VASILIS FROGAKIS
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Portfolio
https://www.vasilisfrogakis.com/ (my website)
Summary
I am a professional videographer and filmmaker with 7 years of experience. I have shot and edited advertisements,
institutional, TV series, events, explainer, weddings, vlogs, fashion and beauty and other videos. I also filmed and edited four
short movies and two documentaries. Capable in using video editing and streaming software. Having proprietary video
equipment, driving license and my own car. Fluent in English and Portuguese.

Skills
 Video shooting / cinematography expertise (various types of  Video streaming expertise.
videos, documentaries and movies).
 Skilled camera operator, with DSLR, Blackmagic, Sony,
Camcorders and other types of cameras and drones.
 Able to work with lighting equipment (studio) and natural

 Sound recording & editing.
 Motion graphics, animation, effects.
 Adobe Premiere Pro, Final Cut Pro, After Effects, Vmix,
Photoshop and Illustrator proficiency.
 Creative, responsible and proactive.

light.
 Video editing expertise.

 Adaptable to work as a team

 Storyboards

 Deadline driven.

Experience
04/2014 – current
Porto, Portugal
Thessaloniki, Greece

Videographer - editor
 Captured, using creativity, advertisements, institutional, TV series, events, weddings, explainer,
vlogs, fashion and beauty and other videos.
 Edited the aforementioned types of videos for multiple clients. Used Adobe Premiere, After Effects
and Final Cut Pro to combine videos, mix the audio, color correction, add text, transitions, motion
graphics, animation, logo design etc. Using Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator, too.
 Received feedback from the employers and finally delivered the projects on tight deadlines.

2020

Videographer and video editor

Porto, Portugal

 Captured wedding videos.

Videologica

 Edited those wedding videos using Adobe Premiere.

12/2018 - 08/2020

Videographer, editor - 2 Documentaries

Ethiopia

 Produced 2 documentaries, Um Ponto no Conto in Portugal and Greeks of Ethiopia in Ethiopia.

Beira Baixa, Portugal

 Gathered video material and information regarding stories through interviews and research, that
required travelling to many places.
 Filmed (with a Canon 6D DSLR) and edited the documentaries.

2020

Video editor

Baked Goods
Entertaintment



Editing down 15-20 minutes’ videos to 3-4 minutes.



The videos are explainer (“Do It Yourself”).

(remotely)



Posting the videos at Voov Media and Guff UK Facebook groups.

09/2013 - 06/2018

Short Films

Independent

 You and Me (2021), Editor

Productions

 The cigar factory (2018), Video capturing - Director of Photography, Screenwriter

Greece

 To miden (2014), Video capturing - Director of Photography
 27% (2014), Video capturing - Director of Photography, Screenwriter

Education and Training
02/2019

Diploma (5 Years' Bachelor’s + Master) - Film Making

Thessaloniki, Greece Aristotle University
Courses about movie making. More specifically I mostly attended courses related to cinematography /
video producing and video editing. I filmed some short movies. The other courses are related to script
writing, film directing, film sound and music, etc. I also attended photography seminars. I studied as
an exchange (Erasmus) student in Faculty of Fine Arts, Univ. of Porto for one year (2016-2017), too.

Additional Information
Languages spoken
 English
 Portuguese
 Greek (mother language)
Driving
I have a driving license and my own car.

Video equipment
 Canon 6D DSLR camera, with a Canon EF 35mm f/2 IS USM and a Canon EF 24-105mm EF F4L IS USM lens.
 DJI Mini 2 drone
 Flycam HD 3000 video camera stabilizer
 Gimbal Zhiyun Weebill S
 Manfrotto Compac Advanced Tripod.
 Rode VideoMic Pro camera-mount shotgun microphone.
 LED light with filters.

